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FEBRUARY HOROSCOPES 

This month the feng shui stars change position and bring a brand new set of energies to 
each of the zodiac signs. The tiger will now go to the back of the cosmic line and the 
rabbit will step forward as the sign that pulls the cosmic wagon this year. 

Ho Tu luck for these lucky signs 

As the lunar year begins, we have five signs that will enjoy Ho Tu luck this month! That 
means the heavens bring beneficial news of the best kind to the horse, sheep, monkey, 
rat, ox, and tiger. So, even if the energies aren’t the best, the Ho Tu combination offers 
a red carpet energy that brings VIP blessings and opportunities. 

The rabbit is also blessed 
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Our zodiac leader for the year, the rabbit, steps into the month under a shower of glitter 
that brings good news, windfalls such as royalties and commissions, real estate profits, 
or a helping hand of the heavenly kind.  

Dog and pig need to be watchful 

In February, the dog and pig will need to be cautious and careful with health, money, 
and relationships. These signs have the most challenging energies to deal with and are 
the kind that can bring difficult news that ranges from accidents to loss of money or 
jobs.  

Keep a watchful eye on health, your job, and on your dearest relationships. It’s not a 
good month to take up anything adventurous. Stick to the tried and true and have any 
health concerns checked out thoroughly. 

Dragon and snake should also be careful this month 

The 7 red star comes to visit these two signs and could bring loss, accident, or betrayal. 
Keep a close watch on your security at home and with finances and monitor your health 
to ward off infection.  

There is one benefit to this star and that’s bringing a matter to a close.  

These two signs have a sum of ten configuration that can offer some consolation of 
bringing something that’s been dangling and open-ended to a resolution. Sometimes 
that’s the best thing that can happen – closing a chapter or releasing something that no 
longer benefits you. Look to that as your silver lining in February. 

The best news for all the signs is the beautiful prosperity star that joins up with the new 
reigning star of the year, the 4 love and education star, to bring benefits and good news 
this month to everyone. 

Wishing you a wonderful February and a happy Valentine’s Day! 

Chi and crackers, 

       

     

 
 

YOUR MONTHLY HOROSCOPE  
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Rabbit 

Golden opportunities present themselves to you! 

This month has a golden tinge to it, pretty bunny. You’ll love this month because it 
comes with the clear ringing sound of gold and silver. Watch for surprise checks in the 
mail and opportunities to make money. Older men and men at a distance or people of 
authority offer you opportunities in business and networking or a helping hand just when 
you need it. There may also be real estate opportunities or royalties.  Look for chances 
to rub shoulders with those in a position of power to help you in the future. Windfalls and 
awards could find their way to you and may feel heaven sent. If you need favor or 
someone’s help this month, ask for it. You won’t be turned down. Opportunity comes 
from a distance, so if you have a chance to travel somewhere exotic take it! 

=========================== 

Dragon 

Watch temper and guard your health 

The month of February may be favorites for its holiday of love, but this month may test 
your temper. But, there’s a silver lining – you could earn a raise or have a surprise 
windfall of cash. Something will come to a conclusion for you in this month, so watch for 
something to be finalized that’s been a dangling thread. In the weeks ahead, guard your 
tongue so that you don't say something that gets you into trouble. Avoid gossip, be 
careful around tools, when driving, and handling sharp items, as you have a tendency 
toward injury this month especially to teeth, leg, or hips. Sharp remarks and snapping 
won't win you any friends and you could actually lose some, including relationships you 
don't want to end. Be careful with your health as you could be prone to injuries or 
infection. Wear pink or bright colors to manage your energy and give you some pep. 

=========================== 

Snake 

Manage risk and be security focused 

This month, if the cold doesn’t get to you, irritations or frustrations might. Don’t let the 
month’s energy get to you and make you may say something that gets you into trouble 
or seriously lose your cool. Watch for financial losses or infection, injury. You may find 
you have dental problems (leg or hip, too) that show up out of nowhere. Avoid gossip, 
be careful around tools, when driving, and handling sharp items, as you could hurt 
yourself this month. Be careful with your health as you could be prone to injuries. 
Something may leave this month (like firing a housekeeper) just as you are able to bring 
a difficult situation to conclusion (find a new one?). Wear light and pastel colors to help 
lift your mood and keep your outlook light. If anything comes up that’s legal or an offer is 
made, read the fine print, and have your attorney check it out.  
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=========================== 

Horse 

Ho tu combination brings prosperity potential  

The outlook for the start of the rabbit year could be one of frustration and you might be 
tempted by frustrations but keep your cool. The wrong actions could bring legal action 
and you don't need that. In fact, practice holding your tongue and walk away when 
things get heated. Get all promises and deals down in writing but wait to sign until the 
end of the month. Watch the send button too.... avoid sending emails you regret later. If 
thinking is unclear or you can’t seem to make a decision, do nothing until you are 
absolutely clear on what you need to do. Steer clear of triangles in relationships at work 
or in your family. Wear red colors to protect you and help you get through the month 
and burn through tension. On the plus side, there is an 8/3 Ho Tu combination that 
could bring you some tidy sums! Look for money luck this month and carry the numbers 
8 and 3 with you. 

=========================== 

Sheep 

Manage illness energy and keep a low profile this month 

The month gets off to a new start, but there is some old, heavy energy to deal with first. 
Be cautious with travel plans and don’t take changes in sketchy neighborhoods or going 
out late at night by yourself. A vacation break to a beach or any low-key vacation plans 
would be great for the month. Take a yoga class to keep yourself healthy and your mind 
stress-free. Stress safety and security this month with your personal safety, health, and 
with your money. Watch that you don't bet too much on a stock or make any big 
decisions now. Stay super healthy sipping on some immunity boosting drinks and teas 
to help sinuses and bladder health. At work, keep problems to yourself and avoid being 
overly personal. Listen to any trends in the workplace and ways you can provide more 
benefit to your job. Wear white and metallic colors and real gold to protect your health. 

=========================== 

Monkey  

Manage health and money with an eye toward safety 

This month begins with a brand-new set of energies, but they may have a familiar feel 
like the sound of a heavy foot. Although you have a new energy this year, the heavy 
earth of the 5 Yellow is calling on you. Try to tend to mundane matters such as routine 
health exams, clearing clutter, or organizing your home. Take some time off if you can 
for a relaxing vacation with no hiking, biking or anything strenuous involved. It’s not a 
good month for big endeavors, big risks, implementing a new business strategy or 
taking risks with money. Watch that you don't lift too much, or you could hurt your back. 
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Focus on resting, relaxing, and taking care of your health or sinus infections or UTI’s 
could crop up. Wearing green and blue colors will benefit your health and outlook as will 
light and metallic shades. Next month, sweet times are ahead. 

=========================== 

ROOSTER 

Blessings unite with opportunities for bountiful Ho Tu energies 

Ho Tu luck combines with peach blossom energy! Opportunities are coming to you all 
month long. Your hard work and dedication are about to pay off with a raise, promotion 
or job that puts you at the head of the pack. Be sure to get out there and network or 
submit your resume if you're looking for a new position -- this is the month you'll be the 
candidate on everyone's lips. If it's not a job you're after, you may just see some 
investments take off this month. Either way, it's a nice combination. You should be a 
happy rooster shaking your tail, too, with all the wonderful energy that is so compatible 
with your sign and that comes with dollar signs attached. Carry the numbers 6 and 1 to 
give you more luck and when the gold ring comes toward you, grab it with both hands!  

=========================== 

DOG 

Be very watchful of health, money, and love 

I don't want to worry you, but practice being calm and conservative this month. The 
energies may be strained at work, or it may be finances or accidents that take up your 
time and attention, so take extra care when driving, traveling, and keep your head down 
at work. Avoid speculation with money or making major decisions or moves this month. 
This isn’t a month to gamble or take chances with your relationship, money, or health. If 
you can take a vacation or plan a getaway, all the better. Watch for problems with your 
heart, eyes, and blood pressure. If anything worries you on the health front, get it 
checked immediately. Avoid wearing red clothing, and favor supporting black and blue 
colors to protect your health. 

=========================== 

PIG 

Slow and steady is the best approach this month 

Last month brought opportunities that shimmered like new pennies. But in February it 
will be better to stay in your corner being careful with your money and your health. Try 
to avoid doing anything risky, dangerous, or unhealthful as fatigue could get the better 
of you and not be your usual careful self. This applies to your actions, your investments 
and money, and with your safety. This is not the month to try and take up a new sport. 
Laze around and keep a low profile. Money issues you thought were past you could 
return. Play it safe. Be especially careful with your eyes, heart, and blood pressure. 
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Avoid red colors or anything too bright. White, black, and light blue colors will help lift 
your energy and protect you. 

=========================== 

RAT  

Recognition and travel energies combine with Ho Tu luck! 

Like a rainbow after a storm, this month will feel very differently from the last. You’ll feel 
the lift from your shoulders from the past month and see things through a clear, slightly 
pink lens. The Ho Tu combination this month could bring your rewards, benefits, and 
surprises! Carry the numbers 9 and 4 with you this month to tap the energy. Treat 
yourself this month to a weekend away, a long day at a day spa with pampering and 
skin treatments, or shopping and lunch with a friend. Watch for romance to blossom and 
your star to rise at work. Writers and students enjoy good luck with exams and publicity 
or writing. If you have a committed relationship, buy flowers, or plan a special candlelit 
meal. Single? Wear pink, purple, and red colors to attract admirers.  

=========================== 

OX 

Ho Tu luck brings a silver lining to the month’s energies 

Last month you had a Ho Tu combination that could bring you financial benefits and this 
month you have yet another Ho Tu combination that brings benefits for your children or 
to you in a leadership role. Carry the numbers 7 and 2 together for leadership luck. This 
month, you’ll want to watch health and a tendency to deal with overbearing women. 
Watch what you say or you could find that stress gets the better of your stomach or 
wears on your energy. Financial, health, and relationship aggravations may get the 
better of you, so try to stay calm as possible. Can you take time off? If so, spend time 
outdoors to help you relax and lift any heavy feelings. Wear light colors such as white, 
gray, and pale pastels to keep your emotions steady and to help your health. Watch 
your stomach and avoid too much indulgence. Keep your tongue under control so you 
don’t snap at those you love or on the job front too.  Everything in moderation, right?   

=========================== 

Tiger 

Extra luck for children and leadership helps you shine in February 

In the month ahead, you may be pleasantly surprised by positive events for your 
children and an award or leadership position. Carry the numbers 7 and 2 for extra luck! 
Do watch health as you may be more prone to illness now or nagging health issues. 
Make sure you take care of yourself this month by scheduling some spa time and 
turning off the cell phone and taking time to read a book or simply take a walk. Camp 
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out at the movies or binge watch some of your favorite shows. Just lie low and indulge 
some self-care and pampering or take up a walking regimen. Wearing light colors, such 
as pale blue or aqua will help relieve your mind and keep you feeling refreshed. Avoid 
overly dark or loud colors as they will make you feel stressed. Despite this, there is a 
silver lining of opportunity that will come to you. Keep your hopes up for a sparkling 
surprise. 

 

 

   


